


TREE PLANTERS' NOTES NO. 23

This issue of Tree Planters' Notes gives the record of the Nation's forest

and windbarrier planting work in fiscal year 1955 and a copy of a list or

directory of the year's forest tree nurseries. These are enclosed in this

jacket, separately bound so that they may be put with the similar reports

of previous years if you care to do so. They are titled:

Forest and Windbarrier Planting in the United States During 1955

The situation in general
Statistics by states and agencies doing planting
Quantities of stock produced

Forest Tree Nurseries in the United States — 1955

Location and ownership
Name of resident nurseryman
Production in fiscal year 1955

The sources and limitations of the data are set forth in the two reports them

selves.  We urge that any errors, omissions, or suggestions for improve-

ment in the data be called to our attention.
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The situation in general
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Quantities of stock produced

(Compiled from information furnished by the State Foresters or other appropriate
public officials of each State and Federal agency concerned)



FOREST AND WINDBARRIER PLANTINGS IN THE UNITED STATES
DURING 1955

Definition of terms, and foreword.

In this report the words "forest planting" or "reforestation" include
a) plantings on poorly stocked or denuded forest land, b) plantings of
woodlots on abandoned farm lands, and c) plantings made to speed
the regeneration of newly cutover forests even though natural regen-
eration was to be expected. These words do not include "windbarrier
plantings," which are plantings of shelterbelts around fields, and wind-
breaks around farmstead  buildings. Windbarrier plantings are tremend-
ously important to the farmers who make them, but their primary pro-
duct is wind protection, and aside from some posts and fuelwood, they
will probably add little to the Nation's eventual supply of timber. Their
inclusion with "forest" plantings can give a misleading idea of "refor-
estation" accomplishments. Therefore, this 1955 report shows "forest
plantings" and "windbarrier plantings" in separate tables. This must
be carried in mind if this 1955 report is to be contrasted to one for
some previous year. "Planting" or "tree planting" are the general
terms used to include both types together.

Acres planted, 1955 and previously

Tree planting during the fiscal year 1955 (July 1, 1954 to June 30, 1955) as
reported by the State Foresters and other agencies, was as follows:

Forest plantings
Windbarrier plantings

780,839 acres
31,749 acres

Total plantings for all reasons by all owners 812,588 acres

The comparable gross figures for recent years are:

1955 812, 588 acres
1954 811,066 "
1953 715,548 "
1952 522,935 "
1951 456,368 "
1950 497,507 "

1940 519,051 "

1930 138,970 "
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The gross figure for 1955 is only 1 /5 of one percent greater than that of
1954. The spectacular rate of increase experienced each year since
1947 has ceased, at least for this one year. It will be unfortunate if this
present rate of about 800,000 acres should prove to be the usual amount
from here on, for it is far short of being adequate to meet the size of the
problem that exists.

Accomplishments in 1955 by ownership classes

Both classes of planting

The Federal Government planted 77,002 acres of forest and 3,420 acres of
windbarriers in 1955 upon lands administered by its various agencies. This
is approximately 7,400 acres greater than what it did in 1954.

The States and other non-Federal public agencies planted 51,332 acres of
forest and 182 acres of windbarriers— approximately the same as in 1954.

Private landowners planted 652,505 acres of forest and 28,147 acres of
windbarriers— a total of 680,652 acres. This is about 1% less than they
planted in 1954.

In eleven states the private land planting increased 52,700 acres
from 1954.

In twenty-four states the private land planting was approximately
the same as in 1954.

In fifteen states the private land planting decreased 58,672 acres
from 1954.

Forest planting

States in which the private landowners are reforesting more than 20,000
acres annually are:

Georgia 96,000 acres Alabama 36,729 acres

Florida 91,000 " South Carolina 33,000 "

Pennsylvania 59,000 " New York 32,000 "
Mississippi 52,000 " Texas 22,400 "
Louisiana 45,000 " North Carolina 22,007 "

Michigan 37,100 " Wisconsin 21,000 "

The reforestation work of industrial organizations amounts to 45% of the
total being done on private lands. Forest Industries planted 239,000 acres
of their land, which is about 27,000 acres less than what they planted in
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1955 1950 

1954; and Other Industries planted 52,600 acres, which is 8,300 acres more
than they planted in 1954. It is probable that this decrease by the forest
industries would actually have been an increase had plenty of planting stock
been available. States in which the forest industries, and other industries

are especially active in reforesting their lands are:

Florida 63,000 acres Mississippi 14,000 acres
Georgia 48,200 " North Carolina 13,000 "
Pennsylvania 32,100 " Texas 10,700 "
Louisiana 27,300 " Arkansas 9,800 "
Alabama 18,500 " Virginia 8,700 "

South Carolina 16,000 "

Windbarrier planting

Although the annual reports for previous years did not separate the windbar-

 rier plantings from the forest plantings, we know that in certain states most
of the private planting that is done is for windbarrier purposes. The follow-
ing tabulation therefore shows the amount of such planting done in the lead-
ing windbarrier states in 1955 and in 1950.

North Dakota 7,636 acres 870 acres
South Dakota 6,897 " 6,767 "
Nebraska 6,600 " 5,771 "

Colorado 996 " 1, 471 "
Indiana 928 " Not known

Kansas 905 " 1,021 acres

The program for this type of planting is nearly static except in North Dakota
where it is being pushed vigorously with stock from two large State and two
large Soil Conservation District nurseries.

The job to be done

The following tables gives an estimate of the tree planting job in the continen-
tal United States at the start of fiscal year 1953.  This estimate was made by

the State Foresters and other agencies as a part of the study recently made
of the Nation's timber resource. (Timber Resource Review, Chapter IV - C,
Tree Planting; and Chapter IX, Tables 18 and 19.)

The acreages it gives do not include significant amounts of the farm land
which should be diverted from surplus farm crop production and planted to

trees.  Any such diverted acreages, therefore, are additional to the acreages

given on the next page.
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The Tree Planting Job in Continental United States

at the Beginning of Fiscal Year 1953

Commercial
Forest Land

Non-Commercial
Forest Land

Windbarrier
Lands

Total

Thousands of Acres

New England States 1,228 18 0 1,246

Middle Atlantic States 3,725 2 0 3,727

Lake States 7,651 636 200 8,487

Central States 7,869 402 124 8,395

Plains States 975 448 2,337 3,760

Total North 21,448 1,506 2,661 25,615

S. Atlantic States 4,081 0 0 4,081

Southeastern States 14,211 0 0 14,214

West Gulf States 3,652 0 0 3,652

Total South 21,947 0 0 21,947

Pacific Northwest States 2,468 354 10 2,832

California 4,104 3,107 0 7,211

N. Rocky Mountain States 1,169 105 190- 1,464

S. Rocky Mountain States 812 375 83 1,270

Total West 8,553 3,941 283 12,777

TOTAL CONTINENTAL U.S. 51,948 5,417 2,944 60,339

These are the figures with which the annual accomplishments shown in this

Report must be contrasted. Furthermore, not every acre so reported can

be considered as a reduction of the acres shown in the table, since obvious-

ly not all plantations survive satisfactorily, and some of the current plant-

ing is not reducing the backlog shown above but is, instead, being done on

newly cut over acres that would have restocked naturally had their owners

been willing to wait awhile. In other words when the accomplishments of

any one year are considered in the light of the above facts it is seen that our

present progress is indeed slow.

Seed supplies

Ever since planting stock production began to expand the nurseries have

been hampered by lack of seed. In fact, a supply of suitable seed has al-

ways been and continues to be the biggest single problem confronting a tree

planting program. The states with the larger nurseries have tried to meet

their problem by building new extractories and refrigerated seed storage

vaults and have organized vigorous programs of collecting and stock-
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piling seed. For example, record quantities of seed were gathered in the
South and in the Pacific Northwest during the Fall of 1955. Yet, in gen-
eral, the tree seed in storage for the future is barely adequate for the
current programs in many of the states and is actually inadequate in places.

The problem of obtaining seed is complicated by the fact that many species
produce collectable quantities of seed only at irregular and infrequent
intervals. In some cases as long as seven or more years may elapse be-

tween crops. Furthermore, apparently promising crops are subject to
destruction from various insects, blights, and weather conditions so that
they fail to develop at all or contain infertile seed. For example, much
tree seed in the southern portions of the Central and the Prairie states was
destroyed in the March 1955 freeze, and the Pacific Northwest now reports
a possible loss of the 1956 Douglas fir seed crop as a result of the mid-
November 1955 freeze.

Nurseries - numbers, operators, and 1955 production

A summary of the forest tree nurseries operating in 1955 follows:

Agency or Owner Active Nurseries

Actual or Estimated

Output of Trees

U. S. Forest Service 12 88,088 M

Tennessee Valley Authority 1 22,242

State Foresters or similar 90 519,462

Cities and Counties 3 233

Soil Conservation Districts 6 8,732

Paper industries 12 39,240

Lumber industries 3 7,276

Private commercial 40 57,000

TOTAL 167 742,273 M

( For additional details see Table 6 of this Report, and "List of Forest Tree

Nurseries in the U.S. During 1955")

The only Federal nurseries in operation are the twelve of the U. S. Forest
Service and the one of the Tennessee Valley Authority. The Forest Service
nursery trees go into a variety of programs—as onto National Forests,
lands of the Atomic Energy Commission, flood control projects, and pri-
vate lands through the cooperative tree distribution programs (C-M 4
program) of various states. The trees from the TVA go mostly onto pri-

vate lands through the established programs of that Agency.
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Most of the production from the state nurseries goes onto privately owned

lands, largely through the C-M 4 program. The state nursery in Colorado

and two in Pennsylvania ceased tree planting stock production in 1955.

The production at the Colorado nursery was quite small and the loss of

two in Pennsylvania was counterbalanced by increased production at one of

its others. Although the 1955 production at the southern state nurseries

was seriously curtailed by a seed shortage the total production of the 90

state nurseries increased by 17-1/4 million plants over 1954. A new re-

cord for the state nurseries of 519-1/2 million plants was achieved.

Florida and North Carolina each is bringing a new 25 million tree nursery

into production in 1956 and another of similar size is proposed in South

Carolina during the next year or so. Texas has started a nursery at Big

Spring to produce windbarrier planting stock.

Most of the production from Forest Industry nurseries goes onto Company

lands, but some of it is distributed through a variety of Company programs

to private landowners—usually free-of-charge--for planting on their own

lands. The nurseries of these companies in the South also suffered cur-

tailed production in 1955 because of a lack of seed, but collections during

the Fall should relieve this somewhat. Two new Company nurseries should

come into production in 1956 in Georgia and another is planned in Texas;

their combined output will be somewhere between 15 and 25 million trees.

A new Soil Conservation District Nursery .started production in Michigan

with an initial output of 832 M, and production at some of the other S.C.

District nurseries increased so that the total from this class increased

from 5.6 million in 1954 to 8.7 million in 1955. Four additional commercial

nurseries reported that they now produce forest or windbarrier planting

stock and an increase of 2 million plants is estimated in the year's produc-

tion by this class.

Supply and Demand for Planting Stock in 1955

Planting stock orders refused by some of the southern State Foresters be-

cause of a shortage of nursery stock probably totalled more than 50 mil-

lion trees and would have been even greater had not one state had a consider-

able surplus. Shortages in stock were also reported from the Pacific North-

west, some of the Lake States, and in lessening amounts from many of the

others. The usual transfer of relatively small quantities of various species

occurred between a number of the states.

In general, the situation might be summed up by saying that the present

total production is considerably less than the present total demand.













FOREST TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES
1955

LOCATION AND OWNERSHIP
NAME OF RESIDENT NURSERYMAN
PRODUCTION IN FISCAL YEAR 1955

U. S. DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE
FOREST SERVICE

WASHINGTON 25, D. C.
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Washington 25, D. C.
January 15,1956

FOREST TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955 1

1 This list was compiled from reports by the operating agencies (as the
State Foresters) or from direct correspondence with the nursery.
Omissions and corrections should be reported to the Chief, U. S. F. S. ,
Washington, 25, D. C.

2 The TVA also had an experimental nursery producing no forest tree
stock.

3 Of these 90 nurseries 89 produced stock in 1955, and one was on a
"standby" basis. Not included in this summary are 7 which produce only
shrubs and plants for wildlife cover plantings. Of these 89 tree pro-
ducing nurseries 82 were under the C-M 4 cooperative tree distribution
program.

4 In addition to these 12 nurseries, 2 more were being established.

5 Estimated.
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
( Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)



FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
(Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)
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FOREST—TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES I N 1955
(Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
(Each  nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
( Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES I N 1955
(Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its Class of ownership)



FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
(Each nursery's name  is indented so as  to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
(Each nursery's name is indented so as to place its initial

letter in the column for its class of ownership)
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FOREST-TREE NURSERIES IN THE UNITED STATES IN 1955
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Invitation

All persons who work in reforestation, or who are interested in it or some
allied field are invited to send in material for publication in Tree Planters'
Notes. If their material is not yet in final form for publication, they are
invited to at least send a letter to Tree Planters' Notes and tell what they
are doing and what manner of information should be published. Beautifully
typed articles of flawless grammar are not required, although such would
not be rejected. Manuscripts written in lead pencil during noon hour are
acceptable if that is what it takes to get an account of what has been done.
The address is: Chief, Forest Service, U. S. Department of Agriculture,
Washington 25, D. C.

Subscriptions and Mailing List

Tree Planters' Notes will be sent upon request to persons and organizations
doing reforestation work, and to libraries, forest schools, and similar
appropriate places.  The address is given above.
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